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Meet Sara. She has lived and
worked in Brazil her entire
career. AIReS selected Sara
to be your mobility guide
because she’s a partner
we know and trust, and the
expert you deserve.

...more
..
.more than dot
dots
ts on a map
As a trusted member of the AIReS Preferred Partner Program, Sara has assisted many families
during her career. Her extensive knowledge of local culture, gained from her own personal
experiences living and working in Brazil, will make her an invaluable guide during your transition.
We realize your new destination isn’t just a dot on a map; it’s where your new life begins. That
means just as much to AIReS and our partners as it does to you. That’s why our partner network
is comprised of the very best, like Sara, that the world has to offer. Our partner selection process
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as well as in conjunction with over 3,000 dependable global partners, all of whom are active in
and devoted to their local regions. Their intimate knowledge and dedication to assisting you and
your family will translate into a successful assignment.
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Looking at the
big issues

A

s you might expect, this final issue of
the PAIMA Report in 2015 is
dominated by the convention in San
Diego. I hope you all enjoy being
reminded of the good times we all
shared. For those who chose not to take
part, perhaps the pictures of happy,
smiling faces might encourage you to
give it a try next time. I hope so.

It was a great pleasure to
meet everyone at our
convention in San Diego. As I
said in my opening address, we
had an award-winning
attendance and, as well as
renewing existing
relationships, it was very
encouraging to see so many
new faces. PAIMA is growing
and becoming stronger all the
time and the numbers taking
part in our annual meeting is a
clear indication of our continued
success.
The conference was tremendous and I
would like to thank our Executive Director,
Michelle St. Cyr, for all her hard work in
organizing the event. Thanks also to
Julian Cepeda for doing a fine job in
support and I wish him well in his future
career.
The business sessions in San Diego were
interesting and well put together. I would
like to offer my personal congratulations
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to all those who received awards and my
thanks to all the speakers who helped to
make the event special. It is very pleasing
to see the business meetings so well
attended, an indication, I believe, of the
dedication our members have to the
organization.
The social events were very memorable
too. The outing to Coronado Island was a
relaxing treat and the closing party was as
crazy as ever. Just the way it should be.
We will all meet again on 18 October in
New Orleans. I look forward to it.
Meanwhile, please continue your excellent
work in promoting PAIMA to your contacts
and colleagues around the world. It is you,
the members of PAIMA, who are our finest
ambassadors. Together I am sure we will
be able to make our organization stronger
still and our 2016 convention bigger, and
even better.
Happy holidays.

Jose Marrero
PAIMA President
1 December, 2015
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You have asked me to include more photographs
in the magazine and so, here you are, a photopacked issue. I am sure you’ll all have lots of fun
trying to spot yourselves peering off the pages.
Even so I have only been able to include a
fraction of the photos I took so, if you don’t spot
yourself, I am sure you’ll be there somewhere in
the online archive. Happy hunting.
There are some big issues coming up in the
industry in the new year. One is the requirement
for all containers to be weighed before they are
accepted for loading onto a vessel.
The regulation is due to come into force in July
next year but, as the information on this is still
sketchy, I’ll write about it in more detail next time.
It would be a good idea to check it out locally
though to start making plans.
I have, however, written about the change in
European customs clearance arrangements as this
takes effect from February 2016 (unless it’s
postponed again). This will have a profound
effect on the way in which shipments into Europe
are handled and the costs involved. Please take a
look at page 28 for the situation as I understand it
to be.
It was a great pleasure to meet you all in San
Diego, many of you for the first time. I look
forward to our next meeting. Meanwhile, have a
happy and relaxing time over the holiday period.
Let’s hope that 2016 is a prosperous and peaceful
one for us all.
Regards
Steve Jordan, Editor

FIDI upgrades
FAIM

F

IDI has recently upgraded its
FAIM quality Standard to FAIM
3.1. The new Standard has
raised the bar for all FIDI affiliates
by requiring them to: demonstrate
quality performance in their supply
chains; control data; and mitigate
the risk of bribery and corruption in
their supply chains.

John Prooij

Jim Barnett
retires from
Suddath

T

he Suddath Companies
recently announced that Chief
Financial Officer, Jim Barnett,
will retire in January 2016, after
41 years of dedicated service. Jim
joined Suddath in 1974 and
assumed the CFO position in
2002. Kevin Gannon, Chief
Financial Officer for the Suddath
operating companies, will assume
the role for the parent company
following Barnett’s transition.
“It has been my pleasure working with
Jim for the past three years and I can see
first-hand his policies and prudence have

helped get us to where we are today,"
said Michael J. Brannigan, President and
Chief Executive Officer. “Jim’s fiscal
leadership and vision contributed
significantly to our company as he leaves
a legacy of financial size and strength
unmatched in our industry.”
“I cannot stress enough what it has meant
to me, our Board of Directors, our family
and our company knowing Jim has been
managing our financial decisions for the
past 13 years as CFO,” explained Steve
Suddath, Chairman of the Board.
“Through his uncompromising integrity,
insightful nature and no-nonsense style,
we have always been able to rely on Jim
as an implicitly trusted resource during
our years of most significant expansion
and diversification.”
In the four decades of his financial
tenure, Suddath has gone from a sevenlocation moving and storage company to
a $500 million global transportation,
logistics and relocation management
enterprise with more than 30 locations
worldwide.
“I am very proud of what we’ve
accomplished as a team here at Suddath
and thankful that I’ve been able to spend
my career working alongside some of the
finest leaders in our industry,” said Jim
Barnett. “I look forward to staying on to
help ensure a seamless transition of my
CFO responsibilities as the company
continues to grow and expand.”
Jim will remain with The Suddath
Companies in a consulting role,
including a continued role on the Board
of Directors.
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John Prooij, FIDI Project Manager Quality
and Risk, explained that FAIM 3.1 was the
next step in FIDI’s continued drive for quality
in the industry. “For quality to continue to be
the watchword of FIDI and its affiliates it is
logical that we should take every opportunity
to improve our global standards,” he said.
“FAIM 3.1 is the next logical step in that
process, moving towards a model based on
self-assessment and continuous
improvement.” FAIM 3.1 was unanimously
approved by the FIDI General Assembly on
1 April, 2015.
FIDI started rolling our FAIM 3.1 in November.

New appointments
at GInter

G

Inter from Brazil has announced
two new appointments.

Marcio Robalo has assumed the position of
global mobility director after 15 years’
experience in the industry, primarily with
GInter. Wesley Thome, who also has 15
years’ experience in the industry, has
become the company’s new rates manager.

REPORT
For the latest industry news subscribe to the
next issue of the PAIMA Report. If you wish
to advertise, talk to us. All enquiries to:

Michelle St. Cyr
Tel: +1 (954) 880 - 1085
Fax: +1 (786) 497 - 4017
or E-mail: paima@paimamovers.com
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Sam Sharp joins Suddath
uddath Global Logistics
has appointed Sam
Sharp as its new senior
vice president, contract
logistics. Sam has
extensive experience in
supply chain management
including operations,
business process
integration and
improvements as well as
value-added services.

responsibility of building
services and operational
efficiencies.

Prior to joining Suddath, he held
various positions with his
previous employer of 13 years
and in his new role, Sam will
define how Suddath offers
contract logistics in the
marketplace and have the

“I am excited to be part of the
contract logistics team and to
further develop our overall
service offerings in a new and
expanded way,” said Sam. “I
love the potential for growth in
this area and look forward to
building a great team.”

S

“We are very pleased to have
Sam assume this critical
leadership role within Suddath,”
said Dan DeSoto, President of
Suddath Global Logistics. “He is
an instrumental part of building
on our strategic vision for future
growth in this area.”

Sam graduated from
Pennsylvania State
University with a
bachelor’s degree in
supply chain and
information systems, is a
Certified Supply Chain
Analyst with the
International Supply
Chain Education Alliance
(ISCEA) and a member of
the Council of Supply
Chain Management
Professionals (CSCMP).

Secor Group, from
Washington DC, is
one of the oldest
logistics, moving
and storage
companies in the
USA.

Suddath buys
Secor Group

T

he Suddath Companies, based
in Jacksonville, Florida, has
acquired The Secor Group, its
largest acquisition to date. The

Both Suddath and Secor
share many inherent
characteristics,
including long histories
of growth and success,
and were major
contributors to the
development and
standardization of the
modern-day moving
industry. Both companies were founding
members of van lines Atlas and Allied,
respectively; FAIM (FIDI-Accredited
International Mover); and OMNI (Overseas
Moving Network International). Like
Suddath, Secor also joined UniGroup, Inc.
in the 1980s, the holding company of
United Van Lines and Mayflower Transit, of
which Suddath is currently the largest

Sam Sharp

agent.
“Joining forces makes tremendous business
sense,” said Michael J. Brannigan,
President and CEO of The Suddath
Companies. “We are both history-rich,
proudly rooted organizations that take
moving personally each and every day
whether its people, products or businesses.
We are excited to build upon a shared
tradition of service excellence and a
winning spirit, as well as strengthen our
operating position in key markets while
adding scale to each of our product lines.
This will be a great benefit to our customers
and our team.”
“Our service-first mentality and focus on
innovation aligns perfectly with the
approach and culture of The Suddath
Companies,” said Chuck Lawrence, CEO,
The Secor Group. “The combined portfolio
of services, knowledge, operational
resources, technology platforms and
partner networks will collectively equip us
to better meet the ever-changing needs of
clients around the world.”

Welcome to
PAIMA 2015
O

f course, the PAIMA conference 2015
started with a welcome reception, this
year on the America’s Cup terrace at the
Hyatt hotel in San Diego. Drinks and canapés
were on the menu as PAIMA members old and
new came together for their first meeting
since last year. It’s always noticeable that
when good friends meet after a long absence
the conversations start again as if there had
been no break at all. And so it was at PAIMA.
A gentle start to what was to be a recordbreaking conference.

www.paimamovers.com
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P

AIMA President Jose
Marrero welcomed the
delegates to the 31st
PAIMA convention on an
unusually overcast morning
in San Diego, California on
16 October, 2015.

President’s
welcome

relationships throughout the
convention much easier. This roll
call was no exception.

He said that he was pleased to see
some familiar faces and some new
friends, adding that this was a
record attendance of 112 attendees
from 77 member companies and
five prospective members. Jose then
paid special tribute to the members
who had attended the conference
for five consecutive years and
asked them to stand to be
recognized and applauded.

Jose Marrero

The traditional roll call followed in
which every attendee had the
chance to introduce themselves. The
roll call has become a feature of
conventions all over the world.
Some love it, some don’t. But what
can’t be denied is that it gives an
opportunity for everyone to put
faces to names and makes building

can check that she has the
correct e-mail address.
The PAIMA Report has been
redesigned and issue No. 2
was in the delegate bags.
Michelle confirmed that Issue
No. 3, containing the full
conference report, would be
available before the end of the
year.

Michelle St. Cyr

PAIMA
office
report
8

ichelle St. Cyr,
PAIMA Executive
Director, introduced
the report from the PAIMA
office. She started by
reminding delegates that
information about PAIMA
is always available on the
website should they not
see it in the magazine or
the regular newsletter.

M

Michelle explained that if
anyone had any difficulties

making entries into the tonnage
program, or if they have
forgotten their password or user
ID, they should contact her.
Similarly, if mistakes were made
in the entry of data, it’s easiest if
members contact the head
office for the updates to be
done.
Every member should be
receiving the PAIMA Post
regularly. Anyone not receiving
it should contact Michelle so she

www.paimamovers.com

Michelle is the first point of
contact for any membership
problems, including those
involving other members. She
will notify the Board of Directors
of any issue, such as problems
with collecting payments, or
service difficulties, and will
endeavor to have the matter
resolved.
Michelle closed by explaining
the convention schedule and
asking for appreciation for the
event sponsors. Before
introducing the year’s new
members to the group, she
voiced her appreciation for
those companies who helped to
recruit those new companies
into membership of the
organization.

Conference sponsors
Diamond Sponsors
G
G

Teamwork
AIReS

Platinum Sponsors
G
G
G
G

Air Animal
Suddath International
High Relo Worldwide
Bob Lynch Moving
and Storage

Gold Sponsors
G
G
G
G
G

G

Silver Sponsors

Alfa Quality Moving
Carl Hartmann GmbH
Conroy Removals
Equixpress CA
TG International
Insurance Brokers
Trafimar Relocation
Services

G
G

G
G
G
G
G

G

G

Amendment
to bylaws
of PAIMA

P

AIMA has amended its
bylaws to require all
members to report any
change in their company’s
ownership to the head office
within 30 days of the change
being made.
This amendment was voted on at the
San Diego convention and passed
unanimously.

Coco’s International Movers
European Relocations
Services
Goetz Moving and Storage
Koeman Nigeria Ltd
Moving Systems SAC
Orient Express Forwarding
Orient International
Relocations
Sancalsa International
Services
Swiss Moving Service AG

Lars Lemche, PAIMA Vice President,
facilitated the meeting. After the vote
he asked whether there were any further
proposals for consideration by the
Board but none were voiced.

Student Exchange
Program

Laura May Carmack and Nathalie Lemche

M

acarena Scalia,
PAIMA Board
member,
introduced Nathalie
Lemche from Teamwork
in Brazil to explain her
experiences during a
recent two-week
student exchange
program working with
AIReS in Pittsburgh, and
Shepherds in
Connecticut.
Nathalie is 28 years old and
had worked for Teamwork for
four years. She has an
operational role, scheduling
crews, planning vehicles, etc.
She said that she decided to
visit other companies as a
way of understanding how
things were done differently
in other countries and to have
greater contact with her
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industry colleagues. Working
at AIReS was completely
different for her as, for
example, the company has
an immigration department
which gave her the
opportunity of learning
something completely new.
By comparison, the job at
Shepherds was more
operational so it gave her the
opportunity to experience
different ways of doing things
and get to know new people.
Laura May Carmack from
AIReS said that the
experience had not been a
one-way learning process.
She said that every day
AIReS staff had the
opportunity of learning how
things were done in Brazil
and understanding the
cultural differences. The

Macarena Scalia
information had been made
available to all AIReS offices
and would be made
available to other members of
PAIMA on the website.
“I highly encourage
companies to take advantage
of the opportunity of sending
someone to work in another
country where they send
significant traffic,” she said.
“The cost is very small when
you look at the training
provided, it benefits both
companies and the student
too.”
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Laura May said that the cost
had been no more than
$7,000 for the two-week
program. “In a group like
this we have the opportunity
to organize these kind of
exchanges, helping to
improve the experience of the
next generation. I can offer
my company’s services as a
resource for advice to any
company considering a
similar program.”

PAIMA
Tonnage
Program
Review
ars Lemche showed
delegates at the
conference the system
for reporting their
tonnage shipped within
the PAIMA network. He’d
shown it before but he
said not enough members
were using the system so
he wanted to demonstrate
how easy it was. He said
that people made all
kinds of excuses for not
entering their tonnage
onto the system but this
wasn’t fair because the
tonnage program would
be of benefit to all PAIMA
members once it was
operating correctly. “You
could even win a trophy,”
he said.

L

The purpose of recording
tonnage is essentially to
encourage members to ship
within the network. A league
table is published every month
and the statistics held on the
website for members to see at
any time. Everyone, of course,
wants to be at the top of the
leader board, but the statistics
also provide valuable data
showing the flow of traffic
around the network and, when
viewed historically, how that
changes year-on-year.
Lars said that it takes only 30
seconds to book a shipment on
the system, or maybe half an

hour a month. It’s necessary
only to enter the shipper’s
name, the packing date, origin
and destination agents and the
shipment’s net weight*.
“This should be the actual
weight of the shipment not the
survey weight,” explained Lars.
He said that Michelle would be
doing spot checks by asking for
copies of the AWB or OBL as
proof. “If you miss-declare the
tonnage you will not be
penalized,” he said. “But do us
a favor, do the right thing.”
Third country moves, where the
booking agent is neither the
origin or destination agent,
should be declared twice using
the same system.
The system carries a list of
members. Lars confirmed that
this list would be updated to
include locations where there
were two companies in
membership of similar names or
when a company has more
than one branch in
membership.
In answer to questions from the
delegates Lars said that
shipments can be entered
retrospectively for the months in
which the shipment occurred so
there was no excuse for missing
entries. He also said that the
detailed information could not
be viewed by anyone, except
the head office, so there was no

Lars Lemche

risk that sensitive commercial
information could be shared.

“If you missdeclare the
tonnage you will
not be
penalized,” he
said. “But do us
a favor, do the
right thing.”

tonnage as a way of
maintaining secrecy. That just
made a simple job difficult.
In closing he said that all
PAIMA members should try to
use other PAIMA members
when possible.
He acknowledged that all
companies have other
commitments but all
discretionary tonnage should be
shipped through the system. If
rates were a problem
companies should contact their
PAIMA partner to try to
negotiate a rate that was
acceptable.

Lars Lemche
Vice President
PAIMA
He also discouraged companies
from waiting until the end of the
booking period to enter all their

www.paimamovers.com
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Building
the
network

T

he PAIMA Board has identified that it is an
essential part of the organization’s strategy to
grow, especially in regions where it is not already
represented. PAIMA Board Director Matthias Tischer
has been looking at the opportunities and presented his
thoughts at the San Diego conference.
He said that he had drawn up a list of all the key regions of the
world where PAIMA was not represented. He asked that
members study the list and advise the Board of any companies
with which they deal that might be prospective PAIMA members.
It would be helpful if they would contact the company, present the
benefits of membership and see if there was any interest. If there
was, the Board would get in touch and assess the company as a
prospective member.

The criteria for PAIMA membership are
as follows:
G

The company must have been in business for at
least two years

G

The sponsorship of three existing PAIMA members

G

Reference letters from three local companies
with which they do business

G

A letter of reference from their bank

G

They must provide financial information

G

Their application will be published for 60 days in
the PAIMA newsletter

G

The Board will then vote on their application

There are many benefits of PAIMA
membership including:
G

Easy access to a strong network of trusted
member companies

G

The opportunity to build close working
relationships with partner companies

G

The sales benefits of being a member of a global
group

G

Possibly the friendliest annual conference on the
circuit

G

Inter-company disputes resolved via the head
office

G

Increased business opportunities through the
PAIMA tonnage program

G

Promotional opportunities through PAIMA Report

Matthias said that many companies will trade with agents in the
regions where PAIMA is not represented and will, therefore, have a
very good idea of the agents’ quality of service, reliability and
financial standing. That information was very valuable when
selecting agents and, therefore, member recommendation was a
vitally important part of the drive for growth within the network.
Matthais Tischer
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Tonnage Awards
M

ichelle St. Cyr announced the winners and
runners up in the tonnage league tables for each
geographical region. There were also special
awards for the top booking new members and
recognition for all those companies that took part in
the tonnage program.

Tonnage Awards
New members’ tonnage award

First Place:
Green Van International, Taiwan
Second place: Island Movers, Hawaii
Oceania

First Place:
Conroy Removals, New Zealand
Second Place: Chess J. Wilson Removals, Melbourne

New Members Tonnage Awards
First Place: Green Van International,
Taiwan

Asia

First place:
PM Relocations, India
Second place: Orient International Relocations, Nepal
Africa
First Place:

Magna Thompson International Movers,
South Africa

Central America and Caribbean

First Place:
Mudanzas International, Honduras
Second Place: Swiss Global Movers, Guatemala
New Members Tonnage Awards
Second Place: Island Movers, Hawaii

USA

First Place:
Wickman Worldwide Services
Second Place: Humboldt International
Mexico and Canada

First Place:
Trafimar Relocation Services, Mexico
Second Place: Multi Transportes, Mexico
South America

First Place:
GInter (Granero International), Brazil
Second Place: Mudanzas International Global,
Venezuela
Europe

First Place:
Carl Hartmann, Germany
Second Place: Swiss Moving Service, Switzerland
Highest overall tonnage reported

Oceania First Place:
Conroy Removals, New Zealand

Over
1.9million lbs AIReS, Pittsburgh

www.paimamovers.com
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Asia Second Place:
Orient International
Relocations, India

Asia First Place:
PM Relocations, India

Africa First Place:
Magna Thompson International
Movers, South Africa

Central America & Caribbean
Second Place:
Swiss Global Movers, Guatemala

USA Second Place:
Humboldt International

USA First Place:
Wickman Worldwide Services

Mexico & Canada First Place:
Trafimar Relocation Services, Mexico

14

South America First Place:
Ginter (Granero International), Brazil

www.paimamovers.com

South America Second Place:
Mudanzas International Global,
Venezuela

Europe First Place:
Carl Hartmann, Germany

Europe Second Place:
Swiss Moving Services,
Switzerland

Highest Overall Tonnage
AIReS, Pittsburgh

www.paimamovers.com
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Tonnage Stars

P

AIMA also honored all those
companies who participated in
the tonnage program by
declaring shipments on the
system.

Mercovan
Argentina

Each company attending the convention
that had participated was asked to come
to the front of the meeting, presented with
a certificate and lined up for a group
photo. PAIMA is keen to encourage
members to enter tonnage on the system
and this was just one way to show
appreciation.

Teamwork
International
Moving

Brazil

Burke Bros
Moving Group

UK

European
Relocation Services

France

Mudanzas
International

Honduras

Argentina

P

AIMA President, Jose
Marrero, proved his
athletic ability at the
Paramount fun run in San
Diego shortly after the
close of the PAIMA
convention.
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Mexico

Atlantis
International

Brazil

Balboa International

Panama

Gerson & Grey

Brazil

High Relocation
Worldwide

South Korea

Grupo Amygo

Spain

Aloha International

USA

Coco International

USA

Reliable Van
and Storage

USA

Sentry International

USA

Unipack Global
Relocations

USA

A-Cross Corporation Japan

Jose burns
up the
San Diego
boardwalk

Mexpack
International
Removals

The two-lap course was run
over a distance of 5km with a
mixture of top quality athletes
and fun runners/walkers taking
part. Jose was very firmly in the
first group.
From a strong field Jose came
home in overall fourth place in
a time of 21:50, a fabulous
effort which also gave him
second place in the 40-59 age
group. Jose is obviously an
experienced runner. But he has
a superstition: he never runs in
the event shirt. He figures you
have to earn the right to wear
the shirt and you have only
done so when you’ve

completed the race.
To do otherwise is bad
form and bad luck.
Whatever his attire, Jose
did a very good job and
helped Paramount raise
over $40,000 for the
Orthopedic Institute for
Children, a worthy
cause. The event was
won by Enrique Lopez of
Hasenkamp in Spain in a
time of 18:56. Lisa
Drewery, from Taylor
International, was the
first lady home in a time
of 21:10.
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Experience the Sentry difference.
®

Selecting Sentry as your partner agent offers you peace of mind. For more than 30 years, Sentry’s
expert international counselors have helped agents increase business by treating customers’ needs
as if they were their own.
PAIMA | BAR | IAM
ISO 9001 | C-TPAT
To experience the Sentry difference, contact us at:

+1 (904) 858 1202 | 1 (800) 866 8311 | sentryinternational.com
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Meet the
new PAIMA
members
T

he first day of the
2015 PAIMA
conference was the
perfect opportunity to
pay homage to the new
members: companies that
had joined the
organization in the last
12 months. There were
12 companies in all, each
receiving their framed
membership certificates
from PAIMA President
Jose Marrero and each
being awarded a little
time on stage to introduce
their companies.
Dilia Sofia Martinez Nino
from OPE Mudanzas
Internacionales from
Bogota in Colombia, said
that her company would like to
handle your shipments
throughout the whole of
Colombia;
Edmilson Soars Junior
from Antares Mudancas
& Transportes in Brazil
simply asked members to
“Please choose Antares in
Brazil always,”;
Jack Hsieh from Green
Van in Taiwan had a similar
message, “Any shipment going
to Taiwan, please consign to
Green Van,”;
Rosana Lima from Global
Packing in Buenos Aires
said she was very happy to be
part of PAIMA and that Global
was a young company with a
young team;
Aida Robles from Rodi
Cargo in Miami and
Puerto Rico said that it was
an honor to be part of PAIMA;
Juan Carlos Parera from
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Argenvans Transportes
Internacionales in Buenos
Aires said that PAIMA was
“an opportunity to bring us
closer together,”;
Lyle Ohuda from Island
Movers in Hawaii said he
had heard a lot of good things
about PAIMA and was looking
forward to building strong
business relationships with
everyone;
Walter Woolfe from Air
Animal said that he was
pleased to be part of this great
organization and that if it has
“four legs or feathers he’ll
move it,”;
Gary Eve from American
Removal Transport in
Milan said that his company
would “do everything you
need,”;
Eduardo Gou from
Mudanzas Gou in Mexico
said that his company had
been in Mexico since 1900
and now covered the whole
country;
and finally Marcos
Fajardo Nava from
Autotransportes
Internacionales in Mexico
said that the company was
“very friendly and we love our
company.”

OPE Mudanzas Internationales, Colombia

Antares Mudancas & Transportes, Brazil

Green Van International, Taiwan

Global Packing, Brazil

PAIMA welcomes all the new
members and thanks all those
who encouraged them to join
and helped spread the word
about the benefits of PAIMA
membership. In future all new
members will be given the
opportunity of presenting their
companies at the following
PAIMA convention.
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Rodi Cargo International, Maimi &
Puerto Rico

Argenvans Transportes Internacionale,
Argentina

American Removal Transport, Italy

Island Movers, Hawaii

Mudanzas Gou, Mexico

Air Animal, USA

Autotransportes Internacionale, Mexico

Ecology Award
a floor protector when
working in people’s homes as
a way of protecting polished
wooden, marble or carpeted
floors. “But we were throwing
a lot of material away and
it’s not that cheap,” he said.
The manufacture of
cardboard also uses raw
wood pulp which, although
grown in sustainable
afforestation schemes, was a
drain on natural resources.

Lars Lemche receives the 2015 Ecology
Award from Laura May Carmack

he PAIMA Ecology
Award 2015 was
presented to
Teamwork in Brazil for a
simple yet very effective
way of helping to
protect the environment,
save money and
provide a better service
to customers.

T

In receiving the award, Lars
Lemche explained that he was
always looking for better
ways of doing things and to
save a little money where he
could. He had stumbled
upon this new idea when
talking to a friend.
In common with many moving
companies, Teamwork would
use corrugated cardboard as

Lars has a friend who, in the
course of his business, uses
vast quantities of EVA
(Ethylene-Vinyl Acetate), a
rubber-like substance that is
both soft and flexible, yet
very tough. Every month he
would have to dispose of
many tons of offcuts of EVA
which was expensive and
wasteful. Lars was quick to
see that these 3 x 1 meter
rolls of EVA were ideal for
use as floor coverings. Not
only would it reduce the
quantity of cardboard, it
would also provide a much
more effective, non-slip
covering.
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“ ... we can see
how many
PAIMA
companies have
been involved
and how much
material has
been saved.”
Lars Lemche
Vice President, PAIMA
Teamwork is now using the
EVA covering for all its jobs.
What’s more, when the job is
complete he stamps the fabric
with his company logo and
puts the used rolls in the
container to be reused by the
destination agent. He, in turn,
stamps the material and
reuses it once again, and
so on.
“When each roll is full of
company stamps we can
bring it to the conference so
we can see how many PAIMA
companies have been
involved and how much
material has been saved,”
said Lars.
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Customs around
the world
very country in the
world has different
import regulations
and handling goods
through the ports and
airports has its own
challenges.

E

In the panel discussion at the
San Diego convention, PAIMA
representatives from
Venezuela, Nepal, France and
the USA came together to
explain the requirements and
frustrations of working in their
countries and to provide firsthand advice for agents
worldwide.

Zenaida Romero
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Venezuela
Zenaida Romero from
Mudanzas Internacionales
Global in Venezuela took
to the stage first.
The political and social
problems in Venezuela have
been well documented in
recent months and Zenaida
made it clear that these
difficulties continued to have a
profound effect on movements
to and from the country.
She explained that the
background to the day-to-day
problems included a scarcity of
spares for vehicles, including
tires; packing materials are
very hard to buy; as there are
few shipping lines calling at the
ports now outbound containers
are difficult to obtain; few
airlines are operating services
to Venezuela; there is even a
lack of food in the country.
However her company was still
doing everything it could to
meet customers’ needs despite
the difficult circumstances.
Zenaida explained that it is
important for all documents to
be available for both exports
and imports. All export
containers must be inspected
and the owner must be present.
For imports, the importing
agent needs a power of

attorney for the inspections and
the owner must be in
Venezuela at the time.
Outbound sea shipments can
take up to six weeks to clear
customs; inbound clearances
by sea can take around 20
days and air consignments 15
days.
Despite the desperate
circumstances the country is
currently experiencing,
Zenaida closed on a positive
note. She said that some
companies were still investing
in Venezuela, especially the oil
companies. “Things are
cyclical,” she said. “We hope
things will change for the
better.”

Nepal
Sudeep Shah from Orient
International Relocations
in Nepal started his
presentation by thanking
everyone for the support
he had received following
the devastating
earthquake back in April.
Import regulations for Nepal
were simple, Sudeep said.
For air freight all that’s needed
is a simple AWB in English,
without values, and a copy of
a passport. However, the
infrastructure is limited in
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Sudeep Shah
Nepal and it is very important
that shippers make sure their
pallets can be handled when
they arrive. If in doubt, ask.
Customers need to be in Nepal
when the consignment arrives.
They must also be in possession
of a work visa. “Don’t send
the shipment without,” said
Sudeep.
Sea shipments are more
difficult, largely because they
have a 1200km overland
crossing from India to
negotiate. This can be difficult
in itself but there are also

frequent closures for a variety
of reasons that prevent cargo
from moving. This even
includes what are called ‘wheel
closures’ in which nothing with
wheels is allowed to move!
Sudeep said that it was
necessary for documents to be
received in Nepal 21 days
before the shipment arrives.
He also warned that
regulations can change very
quickly in his country so
shippers would be wise to
advise customers in advance.

France
Jennifer Sloan from
European Relocation
Services in France
presented an altogether
more traditional, and
straightforward, picture
for handling goods to
and from her country.
She said that original
documents were not required
for household goods, it was all
done by e-mail, however a
‘Change of Residency’
certificate was required from
the consulate in the originating
country. It was also necessary
for a new entrant to have been
living abroad for at least one
year.

company’s staff were always
present to represent the
customers’ interests. The
customer is not required to be
present.
Jennifer said that it was,
however, important to have
early contact with the shipper
so they can be advised what to
expect. Customs clearance is,
generally, very fast, often only
taking an hour or so.

USA
Laura May Carmack
painted a picture of the
scale of exports and
imports in the USA.
She said that there were 1.5
million passengers entering the
country every day, 2,800
aircraft, and 700 vessels.
Although all the customs offices
around the country follow the
same rules, they are sometimes
interpreted differently by the
local officers.
The process for export
clearance is taking longer as
the authorities are watching
more carefully what goes out,
especially if the company
concerned is on a ‘watch’ list.
In Long Beach, for example,
there are frequent inspections
dependent on the destination.
Shippers should not rely on the
entry advice provided by their
local consulates. The opinions
of local officers often differ.
Animal trophies, for example,
are under the spotlight now so
should be checked before
shipping. Don’t put food in
containers as it will be
inspected and cause delays.

Jennifer Sloan
Customs inspections were rare
and, when they do occur,
Jennifer said that her

Goods may not be imported on
a tourist visa. The transferee
must be in the USA when the
shipment arrives. A US Power
of Attorney will be required to
allow the agent to represent the
customer during clearance.
There are additional charges
for examinations.
Laura May said that some of
the rail yards on the West
Coast are backed up, however

Laura May Carmack
they can be ‘hot listed’ through
quicker. Cars should not be
imported if they do not meet
US regulations; modification is
not cost effective. Firearms and
ammunition should not be
included in household goods
shipments.
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Golf at
Salt Creek
t was among the misty
San Miguel Mountains
of Southern California
that a mixture of golfing
talent gathered at the
Salt Creek golf course for
the PAIMA golf
tournament.

I

It seems that golf has become
an essential part of any
business conference and the
PAIMA event has now become
a notable part of the ‘sporting’
calendar for the industry.
Among the 20+ starters there
were accomplished players
who clearly spent more time
playing golf than was, perhaps,
a good idea; enthusiastic
hopefuls, who battled on
bravely taking a scenic route
around the course and getting
their money’s worth in terms of
strokes attempted; and the
complete novices whose
practice swings were hardly
discernable from their shots and
whose balls were never really
in danger of making serious
contact with the club face. That
said, there was a common
theme: everyone was there to
have fun, and fun they surely
had.
The men’s trophies were taken
home by Jeff Wangler (third),
Jorge McCormack (second)
and Jered Lemin who won the
competition and took the
trophy for closest to the pin.
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Jered Lemin, winner

Jennifer Sloan, second place

Jeff Wangler, third place

Jorge McCormack, second place

Laura May Carmack, winner

Lorne Dixon

Macarena Scalia, third place

Lorne Dixon hit the longest
drive. The ladies competition
winners came out remarkably
fairly with all four competitors

Alexandra Schmidt
being rewarded for their efforts.
Macarena Scalia took third;
Jennifer Sloan, second; Laura
May Carmack was the overall
winner and Alexandra Schmidt
won both the longest drive and
the nearest the pin trophies.
Golfing stars all of them.
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Out and about on
Coronado Island
H

igh Spirits was the
name of the ship and
the atmosphere
aboard during the PAIMA
excursion to the famous
Coronado Island for the
much anticipated
scavenger hunt on the
afternoon of conference
Friday.
It was lunch time so food was
served on board and as the
classic passenger vessel pulled
away from the dock, under the
capable command of Captain
Julie Peet, so the entertainment
started. The first task was to get
together in pre-arranged groups
for a quiz. The questions were
all about famous lines from
movies which had to be tied up
with the films themselves.
Ironically, the first line was ‘I
think we’ll need a bigger boat’,
from Jaws, which, judging by
the congestion on deck, it
seemed that we might in fact
need. However, relief came
when a few intrepid explorers
found a lower deck with a
separate bar and lounge for
relaxation and quiet
contemplation. From then on it
was fun all the way.
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The winners of the quiz were
given a prize that money can’t
buy: a head start on the
scavenger hunt. Teams headed
off on to the island and through
its iconic Coronado Hotel,
claimed to be the largest
wooden building in the world,
in search of required items of
information. The winning
group, the totally absorbed
Group 7, were victorious.

Note: Any gentlemen thinking it
unusual to have a female
captain on a passenger vessel
such as High Spirits should
reflect on her previous job: she
was the captain of a fishing
boat for 12 years. Tough
cookie!

On the return voyage, Captain
Peet took a scenic route past the
display of US war ships moored
in San Diego harbor. An
impressive sight.
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A night with the stars
P

arty time came to PAIMA in
the form of a night out with
the stars at the Seaview
restaurant in the Hyatt Hotel.
Guests were given their performance
awards as they entered the venue and,
after walking the red carpet, posed for
the paparazzi. Some even took the
opportunity to dress up as their favorite
movie characters, including Michelle
St. Cyr and Julian Cepeda from the
PAIMA office who were very smartly
turned out as film directors,
megaphones and clapperboards at the
ready; Macarena Scalia as a
voluptuous Marilyn Munroe; while
Laura May Carmack really put her
heart into her character as The Tin
Man from The Wizard of Oz. Great
effort.
The party itself was typical PAIMA: the
dance floor packed solid from the first
bars played by California’s best show
band, the Calphonics. The mixture of
Latin and pop kept everyone up
bopping until way after closing time
with the band responding time after
time to the continuing clamor for yet
another number.
It was a great party to end a great
convention.
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European Customs: are
you ready for the change?
It could easily be the biggest storm that has hit the shipment of household goods to
Europe this century. When Article 123 of EC Regulation 1186/2009 becomes effective
on 1 February, 2016, everything changes.
or many years the
Transfer of Residence
procedures for
household goods entering
the EU allowed for goods
to be customs cleared in
the country in which they
first arrived, then
delivered to their final
destination.

F

From 1 February, 2016 these
ToR procedures will be granted
only by the Customs Authority
in the Member State in which
the goods will be put to use.
The import regulations in the
UK have always been very
straightforward, more so than
other EU Member States, so
many shippers chose to send
groupage containers, with
goods for distribution
throughout Europe, via the UK
consolidators. In future, each
consignment will need to be
held under bond and cleared
separately at its final
destination.
The effect of the change will be
felt globally in the industry.
Shippers will have to decide to
which country they ship their
consolidated traffic. It will
change depending on the mix
of shipments in the container.
Some may choose to send
goods LCL. Destination agents
throughout the Union will, no
doubt, benefit, except those in
the UK that will find this
lucrative revenue stream
curtailed.

will also dissuade some
customers from shipping
household goods into Europe
as there will always be some
for whom the economics of
shipment are marginal.
Jennifer Sloan, Manager,
European Relocations Services
in Marseilles, France said that
French companies had lost
much business over the years
because shipments bound for
France had been routed via the
UK. “I think that France may
get more LCL shipments due to
the loads that will not be
moving via groupage
anymore. It means more
business directly to the country,
a benefit to all French movers.
Also there might be better
efforts by partners elsewhere to
ship groupage containers to
France rather than splitting
them out as before via the UK.”
The UK groupage companies
will, however, lose out. There
is also little consensus on
exactly what the new
procedure should be, how
much it will cost and how long
deliveries will take in the future.
Shippers should be aware of
these changes and advise their
clients accordingly if shipments
leaving their origin countries
now are expected to arrive in
Europe after 1 February, 2016.
The full picture of how
household goods movements to
and through Europe will work
in the future is yet to emerge.

Costs will increase, as will
transit times. Those increases
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Air Animal
– first in pet
relocation,
joins PAIMA
ir Animal in Florida,
recognized as a world
leader in pet shipping,
has recently joined
PAIMA. The company’s
owner, veterinarian Dr.
Walter Woolf, said that
this was to help expand
his global network. “With
Tampa International
Airport becoming a global
gateway with
international non-stop
services, our live animal
air cargo abilities have
increased significantly,”
he said.

A

Dr. Woolf started his pet
relocation business in Tampa
Florida nearly forty years ago.
Since then the company has
grown into one of America’s
most respected pet moving
companies and is endorsed by
more than 200 airlines around
the world. In 2014 Air Animal
won the Impact Award from
CARTUS corporate relocation
for its services.
The story began in 1961 when,
after earning a doctorate in
Veterinary Medicine,
Dr. Woolf opened the Woolf
Animal Hospital, caring for
dogs, cats and other household
pets near Tampa International
Airport. Being so close to the
airport, it wasn’t long before
airlines began asking his advice
about how to look after pets
travelling by air, and it was
from these simple beginnings
that the company we know
today emerged. Air Animal
began trading in 1977

alongside Dr.
Woolf’s original
veterinary practice
focusing exclusively
on the welfare of
animals traveling by
air, both in the US
and internationally.
“It was commercial
pressure that made us change
the way we ran the business,”
said Dr. Woolf. “In 1976 no
fewer than six new veterinary
practices opened up in the area
during a period of nine months.
They were opening up in store
fronts all over town, so in ‘77
we decided to start a separate
business to differentiate
ourselves and handle the pet
travel service.”

“With Tampa
International
Airport becoming
a global gateway
... our live animal
air cargo abilities
have increased
significantly.”
“One day a pet owner came
into the office and asked us to
‘run a credit card’ to look after
his dog for a week, fly it to
Dallas and deliver it to their
new home. I had no idea how
we were going to do it, but I

Dr. Walter Woolf

said yes! We booked the dog
on an American Airlines flight Tampa to Dallas – and found
someone in a similar business in
Dallas to handle things at the
other end. It all went fine and
the customer was delighted. He
contacted us again when he
moved to Chicago two years
later.”
This was the start of the pet
relocation service where pets
are transported directly to their
new homes rather than just to
the airport. Over the years Air
Animal has established a
network of trusted partners
around the world to handle the
collection and transportation of
pets on their behalf. Air
Animal’s global network is
trusted with professionals who
understand the needs of the
relocating family and their
treasured pets.
Dr. Woolf and his late wife
Millie Woolf continued to run
both businesses until her death
in 2005 when it was decided to
close the veterinary practice
and concentrate exclusively on
Air Animal. The company now
has a staff of 16 and handles
around 2,500 pet movements a
year, 75% being international
relocations.
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Air Animal is a member of a
number of trade organizations
including IAM and was a
founding member of
International Pet & Animal
Transportation Association
(IPATA); the company joined
PAIMA in 2015. “Our business
runs on referrals and being a
member of PAIMA gives us the
opportunity to meet people in
the moving industry from
around the globe and to forge
new and sound business
relationships,” said Dr. Woolf.
“We will also help other
members find a reliable pet
mover in their city if they need
one. If someone in Paris, for
example, needs to ship a pet to
Bangkok we will know someone
who can handle it. When that
same mover has a shipment to
the USA, the chances are he’ll
call us.”
In addition to his role as
managing director of Air
Animal, Dr. Woolf continues to
share his expertise in pet
relocation with veterinarians
across the US, several major
global airlines as veterinary
consultant, relocation
management companies and
industry organizations.
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Antares Mudancas & Transport
– Brazil’s ‘brightest star’
B

razil’s Antares
Mudancas &
Transport has
become one of the latest
companies to join the
PAIMA organization. The
company’s founder and
Managing Director
Edmilson Braga Soares Jr
chose the name Antares
- which Wikipedia
defines as ‘the brightest
star in the sky’ - as he
felt it reflected the
company’s values and
his determination to be
the best in the business.
Edmilson - who has worked in
the moving industry for over
25 years - believes it is the
quality of his employees that
is the key to Antares’ success,
describing them as the
‘pillars’ of the business.
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Continual personal
development through courses,
symposia and in-house
training forms a major part of
the company’s culture and
vision for the future.
From its base in Ceará,
Antares Mudanças &
Transportes offers a full range
of moving services to all parts
of Brazil including:
G International standard
packaging;
G Manufacturing of Air or
Lift Vans for small moving
shipments;
G Fumigation Service
(spraying of insecticide
against pests in natural
wood);
G Customs Clearance in all
harbors (origin and
destination);

G Multimodal services such
as: air, sea or highway
services;
G Shipments "door to door
or door to port/airport"
modality;
G Packing service in origin
or destination;
G Sea transport in
containers of 20ft, 40ft
or 40ft HC;
G Uncommitted inspection
in Brazil and abroad;
G Storage in origin
or abroad;
G International Insurance
with All Risk service;
G Detailed budget
presentation for
international transport
with unaccompanied
baggage;
G International transport of
live animals;
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G Relocation services for
expatriates.
In addition to its domestic
business, Antares operates
internationally through its
overseas partners to provide
a comprehensive worldwide
service for clients moving to
or from Brazil.
www.antaresmudancas.com

High-Flying
American
Relocation
& Services
joins PAIMA
ew PAIMA member
American Relocation
& Services has been
providing international
moving services from its
base in Milan, Italy for
almost 40 years and has
gained a reputation for
high standards and
ethical business
practices. It is the only
American owned and
actively managed
moving and relocation
company in Italy.

N

The company’s president and
owner Gary Eve was born
and raised in Illinois but has
lived in Italy since 1983
having moved there during his
earlier career with a
multinational insurance
company. Gary joined the
company – then known as
Lavanchy Italy – as a
shareholder in 1985 and after
purchasing the remaining
shares changed its name to
American Relocation &
Services.
Despite its all American name,
only around 25% the
company’s business is to and
from the US. “We deal with
clients from the Far East,
Australia, South America,
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Gary Eve

Europe, pretty much
everywhere in the world,” said
Gary. “We have our own
warehousing and vehicles
here in Milan and Rome.
We also have sub-agents
throughout Italy, so we can
cover the whole country.”
About 85% of American
Relocations’ work is generated
from trade customers moving
people to Italy from around the
world and Italian corporate
clients moving employees out
of the country. The remaining
15% comes from private
customers.
Around 15 years ago Gary
decided to add relocation to
the company’s services.
“Having experienced what it
was like to move to a foreign
country myself I knew how
difficult it was to deal with the
formalities: find
accommodation, schools for
the children, deal with the
utilities, etc. so I decided, with
the help of my wife Deven, to
start a relocation service.
Deven runs that side of the
business and we now cover all
the main cities in Italy,
including the islands of Sicily
and Sardinia. It’s been a great
success and accounts for

nearly 50% of our revenue.
Lots of companies outsource
relocation through a third
party, but we prefer to do it inhouse, it’s a very important
part of our business.”

“We deal with
clients; from the
Far East,
Australia, South
America, Europe,
pretty much
everywhere in the
world,”
Gary Eve
President and owner
In 2013 Gary moved into the
furniture rental business by
starting a separate company,
Italy Furniture Rental Srl. The
company provides furniture
and household appliances on
short- or long-term rental
throughout the country and is
the only furniture rental
company in Italy.
Gary’s decision to join PAIMA
was influenced by a recent
increase in business with
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companies in South America.
“We were already members of
LACMA and it was suggested
by a friend in South America
that we should be members of
PAIMA too,” said Gary. “I
think it’s all a matter of
increasing your profile in the
trade and forming
relationships with people you
feel comfortable with. Being a
member of PAIMA gives me
the opportunity to meet people
face-to-face from around the
world, in particular from South
America where our business is
expanding.”
When he is not busy taking
care of business, Gary finds
time to indulge in his rather
unusual sport of skydiving. “I
started skydiving over forty
years ago,” said Gary. “Once
you get over the fear - and
there is real fear on the first
couple of jumps – it’s
incredibly exciting.”
Gary’s children, twins
Josephine and Henry, have
followed in their father’s
slipstream and are also keen
skydivers, although it will be
some time before they reach
the more than 2,000 jumps
Gary has made in his career
to date.

MEMBERS
Argentina
I
I

MERCOVAN
ARGENTINA SRL
ARGENVANS
TRANSPORTES

I

CHESS J. WILSON
REMOVALS MELBOURNE

I

I
I

Bolivia
I
I

EXPRESS CARGO
SERVICES S.R.L.
INBOLPACK SRL

Brazil
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I

ANTARES MUDANCAS
& TRANSPORTES
ATLANTIS
INTERNATIONAL
CONFIANCA
MUDANCAS &
TRANSPORTES LTDA
COSMOPOLITAN
TRANSPORTES LTDA
G INTER (GRANERO
INTERNATIONAL)
GERSON & GREY
TRANSPORTES LTDA
GLOBAL PACKING
INTERNATIONAL
MOVERS LTDA
QUAVIS TRANSPORTES
MODERNOS LTDA
STATUS BABY BRASILIA
TRANSPORTES LTDA
TEAMWORK
INTERNATIONAL
MOVING
TRANSPORTES GERAIS
BOTAFOGO LTDA
TRANSQUAVIS
TRANSPORTES
ESPECIAIS LTDA

El Salvador
I

Canada

Australia
I

TRANSWORLD
MUDANCAS LTD

2015

CANADIAN
ASSOCIATION OF
MOVERS (CAM)
INTERCONTINENTAL
VAN LINES, INC
OUTAOUAIS MOVING
INC

I
I
I
I

Fiji Islands

I
I
I

Germany

China
I

REX SERVICE CO, LTD

Colombia

I
I
I

I
I
I
I

JB LOGISTICS LTDA
OPE MUDANZAS
INTERNACIONALES SAS
PORTAN
TRANSPACK LTDA

I

APA WORLDWIDE
MOVERS

I

I
I

L&G INTERNATIONAL
MOVERS, S.A.
LA ROSA DEL MONTE LATINO EXPRESS, S.A.

CARL HARTMANN
GMBH & CO KG
FRIEDRICK KURZ GMBH
INHOUSE RELOCATION
SCHENKER
DEUTSCHLAND AG

SWISS GLOBAL
MOVERS

Honduras

A. UNIVERS TRANSIT LTD
TDY INTERNATIONAL
FREIGHT SERVICES LTD

Italy
I
I
I

CITTADINI S.p.A.
T&T SERVICES INTL
AMERICAN REMOVAL
TRANSPORT

Japan
I

A-CROSS
CORPORATION

Malaysia
I
I

SUBALIPACK (M) SDN
BHD
FELIX RELOCATION

Mexico
I AUTOTRANSPORTES

INTERNATIONAL
I EMBARQUES, S.A. DE C.V.

(CIME)
I MEXPACK INTERNATIONAL

I

Dominican Republic
I

I

Guatemala

Costa Rica
I

BIARD INTERNATIONAL
EUROPEAN
RELOCATION SERVICES
LES GENTLEMEN DU
DEMENAGEMENT
NEER SERVICE FRANCE
SOGEDEM
EUROPACKING

ACE INTERNATIONAL
PT KELLYS EXPRESS

Israel
I

I

ALS MOVERS
(CHILE) S.A.
AMERICAN MOVING
SERVICES (AMS)
REMSSA S.A.
VIPACK CHILE LTD

I

FREIGHT SERVICES
FIJI LTD

France

SERVILE RELOCATIONS
PRIVATE LIMITED

Indonesia

I
I

I

Chile

I

MUDANZAS
INTERNACIONALES,
S.A. (MUDISA)

I

MUDANZAS AIRLIFT
INTERNATIONAL
MUDANZAS
INTERNATIONAL

India
I
I
I

CLINTUS NETWORK
LIMITED
IGL RELOCATION
P.M. RELOCATIONS
PVT LTD

www.paimamovers.com

REMOVALS
I MORENO

I
I
I
I
I

INTERNATIONAL,
S.A. DE C.V.
MUDANZAS GOU
MULTI TRANSPORTES MEX,
S.A. DE C.V.
SANCALSA
INTERNATIONAL SERVICES
TRAFIMAR RELOCATION
SERVICES, S.A. DE C.V.
TRANSCONTAINER
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Myanmar
I GLOBAL MOVING &

STORAGE LTD

Nepal

2015

Portugal
I PREMIER INTERNATIONAL

Switzerland
I SWISS MOVING SERVICE AG

MOVERS

Taiwan

Puerto Rico

I GREEN VAN
I ORIENT INTL.

RELOCATIONS

New Zealand
I CONROY REMOVALS LTD

Nicaragua
I MUDANZAS MUNDIALES,S.A.
I TRANSCARGO LTD

Nigeria
I KOEMAN NIGERIA LTD

Norway
I NFB INTERNATIONAL

RELOCATIONS

Panama
I BALBOA INTERNATIONAL, S.A.
I PANAMA INTERMOVING

RELOCATIONS
I PTY PACKERS

Peru
I ATLAS INTERNATIONAL

SERVICE, S.A.
I DOOR TO DOOR
TRANSPORTS, S.A.C.
I EXPRESS TRANSPORTS, S.A.
I MOVING SYSTEMS S.A.C.

Philippines
I COMMERCIAL FREIGHT

SERVICES, INC
I GOETZ MOVING &
STORAGE, INC

I GARCIA TRUCKING

INTERNATIONAL CO, LTD

SERVICE, INC

Thailand

I LA ROSA DEL MONTE

(PUERTO RICO)
I MONTI MOVING &

I JVK INTERNATIONAL

MOVERS LTD

STORAGE (PUERTO RICO)
I RODI CARGO INTERNATIONAL
GROUP (PUERTO RICO)

Singapore

The Netherlands

LTD (SINGAPORE)
I GEOMETRA WORLDWIDE
MOVERS PTE LTD
I ORIENT EXPRESS
FORWARDING PTE LTD

I NOBLE MOBILITY

U.S. Virgin Islands
I BOB LYNCH MOVING &

STORAGE, INC

United Arab Emirates
I MASSTRANS FREIGHT LLC

South Africa

United Kingdom

I MAGNA THOMSON

INTERNATIONAL MOVERS
(PTY) LTD

South Korea
I HIGH RELOCATION

WORLDWIDE - KOREA
I PUMEX INTERNATIONAL
MOVING & RELOCATION

Spain

I

I

ARROWPAK
INTERNATIONAL
MOVERS
BURKE BROS MOVING
GROUP LTD

I GALLEON INTERNATIONAL

SHIPPING CO, LTD

Uruguay
I INTERTRAFIK SRL

I GRUPO AMYGO, S.A.

USA

I INTER S&R
I MUDANZAS TRALLERO, S.A.

Sri Lanka

I AIR ANIMAL PET MOVERS
I AIRES
I ALOHA INTERNATIONAL

MOVING SERVICES, INC
I TRANS WORLD MOVERS

PTE LTD

I BLASON INTERNATIONAL

MOVERS
I COCO'S INTERNATIONAL

MOVERS, INC
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I FIDELITY AND MARINE
I HUMBOLDT

INTERNATIONAL
I INTERMOVE LTD

LA ROSA DEL MONTE USA
I ISLAND MOVERS, INC.

HAWAII
I NEDRAC, INC
I NIPPON EXPRESS USA, INC
I OMEGA FORWARDING

GROUP, LLC
I RELIABLE VAN

& STORAGE CO

I CROWN LINE PTY LTD
I FELIX RELOCATIONS PTE

I DALY MOVERS, INC

www.paimamovers.com

I RODI CARGO INTERNATIONAL
I SENTRY INTERNATIONAL
I TG INTERNATIONAL

INSURANCE BROKERAGE, INC
I UNIPACK GLOBAL

RELOCATIONS
I WICKMAN WORLDWIDE

SERVICES, INC
I WITHERS WORLDWIDE

Venezuela
I EQUIXPRESS, C.A.
I MUDANZAS

INTERNACIONALES
GLOBAL, C.A.

INTERNATIONAL TRANSIT
INSURANCE COVERAGE
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

FLEXIBLE COVERAGE OPTIONS
PERSONALIZED SERVICE
ONLINE POLICY ISSUING
SELECTED ITEMS COVERAGE
IN-HOUSE CLAIMS SERVICE
KNOWLEDGEABLE STAFF
WORLDWIDE NETWORK

PAIMA MEMBERS FOR 30 YEARS

TG INTERNATIONAL INSURANCE BROKERAGE
phaedra@tginternational.com * www.tginternational.com

REGIONAL
DIRECTORS
Region I - Canada & Mexico

Region VI - Africa

Tim Garside
Intercontinental Van Lines, Inc
Markham, Canada
Email: timg@intercontinentalgroup.com

Kehinde Arowoselu
Koeman Nigeria Limited
Lagos, Nigeria
Email: arowoselu@koemannigeria.com

Alexandra Schmidt
Mexpack International Removals
Mexico City, Mexico
Email: info@mexpack.com
Region II - USA
Pat Toscano
Reliable Van & Storage Co
Elizabeth, New Jersey
Email: pjt550@aol.com
Steve Dozois
Humboldt International
Boston, Massachusetts
Email: sdozois@humboldt.com
Region III - Central America &
Caribbean
Fabian Ortiz
APA Worldwide Movers
San Jose, Costa Rica
Email: fortiz@apaworldwidemovers.com
Region IV - South America
Jorge McCormack
Mercovan Argentina SRL
Buenos Aires, Argentina
Email: jorge@mercovan.com.ar
Region V - Europe
Bjorn Carlsen
NFB International Relocations AS
Norway
Email: bjorn.carlsen@nfbir.com

Region VII - Middle East
Arvind Joshi
Clintus Network Limited
New Delhi, India
Email: clintus@del2.vsnl.net.in
Aakanksha Bhargava
P.M. Relocations PVT Ltd
New Delhi, India
Email: aakanksha@pmrelocations.com
Region VIII - Far East
Sudeep Shah
Orient International Relocations
Kathmandu, Nepal
Email: moving@orientfreightgroup.com
James Loberg
Crown Van Lines
Jurong, Singapore
Email: movers@crownline.com.sg
Region IX - Australia/New Zealand
Fiona Conroy
Conroy Removals
Auckland, New Zealand
Email: fiona@conroy.co.nz

